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 * hi I see the same in bash... I even did "apt-get remove libphonenumber-java" and it still does it! and then after it's done apt-
get install, it installs it again Also, this is a fresh install of 14.04 What is the new installer. I cannot get it to boot into live cd. Am
I trying to far? Where is a list of officially supported OS's on UBUNTU? so i know if i can run it or not.. 14.04 is supported on
i'm having trouble finding a list of supported OS's.. veks, not all of them, they must check with canonical veks, ubuntu website,
download page veks, here: where's the ubuntu touch channel? kostkon - the webpage says "LTS will be supported for 5 years"

and "latest release will be supported for 9 months" veks, which webpage? so the LTS is 5 years? and the latest is 9 months?
veks, the LTS version will be supported for 5 years on desktop and 3 years on server and 12.04 on netbook, the latest version is

supported for 9 months only on desktop and server kostkon - the webpage is not very clear to me, and i can't get the right
numbers from it. I know the support period on 14.04 is 9 months on server. but there is no date to 14.04.1 veks, in that case, the

latest version will be supported for 6 months on desktop and 3 months on 82157476af
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